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Abstract—Nowadays keystroke logging is one of the most
widespread threats used for password theft. In this paper,
rather than detecting existing malware or creating a trusted
tunnel in the kernel, we present a different method QTE (Quick
Time Events) to protect the password that a user provides for
a web page to login to a web service. Installing such solutions
in a host only requires limited privileges of related computers.
The QTE method utilizes a canvas to cue users when their
input will be recorded or ignored by the QTE add-on, which
provides a chance for users to obfuscate keyloggers by inserting
meaningless letters among the keystrokes of their passwords.
QTE can be applied to all websites without any modification
of them.
Keywords-Authentication, computer security, keylogger, privacy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Keystroke logging is a behavior of recording keystrokes,
and a program with this property is called a keylogger.
Typically, keyloggers sniff users’ input, such as bank accounts or passwords, behind the scenes and upload the
logs to attackers. Since keyloggers are easy to implement
and produce high profit, about half of malware includes a
keylogger in their code according to a Symantec’s report [1].
In 2005, more than eight hackers were accused of planning
to steal over 423 million dollars from a Japanese bank by
installing keyloggers in her systems [2], which highlights
the potential danger of keystroke logging.
In spite of many related works proposed various promising methods to defend keyloggers, they are less feasible in
practice owing to the prerequisite of having root privileges or
a dependable device. Besides, even though some companies
like Google and Facebook provide the one-time password
mechanism, it is only available for their services rather than
all websites. Furthermore, in order to use their mechanism,
one must reveal her/his personal data, such as a phone
number, to each service provider and therefore sacrifices
her/his privacy right indeed. To make matters worse, in
last year, some reports [1][3] found that about 12% of
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leaked data were revealed by insiders and 96% of leaked
information are personal data.
With the popularization of computers and Internet, it is
very common for users to log in online banks or e-mail
services using public computers. However, it is challenging
to design a secure system in a public computer since
common users only have limited privileges, and various
persons can use the computer without being monitored.
Therefore, an appropriate solution for keyloggers in this
scenario must be able to be able to be actively executed by
users without special privileges and applied to all websites.
To meet the prerequisites, we propose the QTE method for
users to defend their systems against keyloggers.
The QTE method provides a secure environment for users
to input passwords in web browsers. The QTE method
records a keystroke as a letter of a password only when
the system is at a valid time interval. Valid time intervals
are interleaved with invalid time intervals. Letters input at
different time intervals are combined according to their time
interval order. QTE utilizes animation to visualize valid time
intervals, such as a special object moves over a specific
screen area. QTE allows a user to obfuscate keyloggers by
tapping keyboards haphazardly when the system is not at a
valid time interval.
In this paper, we focus on practicable solutions when
using public computers, and our work makes the following
contributions:
1) This paper provides a feasible solution to obfuscate or
bypass most kernel, hypervisor, hardware, and secondchannel keyloggers even with a privilege-limited account in the user-space.
2) Our solution can be applied to all websites rather than
a specific web service.
3) We do not rely on a password set beforehand or
disclose users’ information when using our approach.
4) Our solution will not slow down the speed of surfing
the Internet.
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5) Compared with most related work, our solution is
easier to use but provide more powerful defense to
keyloggers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses previous work about keyloggers with the evolution
of attack and defense techniques. Section III depicts the
principle and the system design of our solutions. Section
IV gives the implementation details of our methods. Section
V evaluates our solutions with seven different user-space
and kernel-space keyloggers, and estimates the time an
attacker has to consume in order to get a password under
the protection of our mechanism. Experimental results show
that our approach is immune to all tested keyloggers. Section
VI concludes this paper and discusses the feasibility of
extending our work to more applications.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Since the first keylogger written by Perry S. Kivolowitz
[4] appeared in 1983, keyloggers have become an essential
element for most malware. While user-space keyloggers
like Home Keylogger and Family Keylogger can be easily
detected [5] and obfuscated by sending fake keystroke
messages [6][7], most malware nowadays uses rootkit to
hide itself in kernel or hypervisor. As a result, a lot of
previous work was proposed and can be categorized into
five types.
A. Signature-Based Solutions
A common way to detect kernel keyloggers is to use
anti-keylogger software, such as SpyReveal. Anti-keylogger
software detects keyloggers based on signatures [8]. For
hardware keyloggers, Mihailowitsch suggested differentiating it according to the clock cycles of the keyboard [9].
However, both of them require known samples or devices
for profiling; therefore, are resistless to new variants.
B. Encryption and Decryption
Another viewpoint adopted by both attackers and administrators utilizes cryptography to encrypt keystrokes in the
device drivers and decrypts them in the applications [10]–
[12]. To enhance the security, McCune used a mobile phone
to communicate with the kernel module installed on the
host with RSA encryption [13][14], and later the kernel
module transmitted encrypted keystrokes to the registered
application for decryption. Besides, similar principle is taken
by Hirano who used a hypervisor-based isolation of trusted
domain to exchange data over TLS/SSL [15].
These solutions provide stronger defense, but need root
privileges of the related computers, which is inapplicable for
public computer users, not to mention performance degradation caused by encryption and decryption. Moreover, with
the evolution of hacking techniques, some keyloggers can
even “upgrade” firmware for the purpose of concealment. A
notable event is the exploitation of Mac OS X discovered by
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K. Chen [16]. More importantly, second-channel keyloggers
are the focus of public attention nowadays. This kind of
keyloggers can eavesdrop keystrokes via acoustics [17]–[19],
electromagnetism [20], registers [21], power leakage, or even
from optical sampling of mechanical energy [22]. In fact,
solutions of this type are resistless to these keyloggers.
C. Graphical Password and On-Screen Keyboard
As keyloggers become more and more sophisticated,
researchers continue developing new techniques to protect a
computer against keyloggers. Graphical passwords [23]–[26]
and on-screen keyboards [27][28], which make users type
their passwords by mice, are new mechanisms extensively
used by online banks to hedge against accounts theft.
Notwithstanding the new safeguards mentioned above,
keyloggers also developed various approaches, such as taking screen snapshots and tracking cursor events, to bypass
the protection or to facilitate information collection. The
capability of screen capturing may be the most serious threat
since everything displayed to users is also displayed to the
attacker; the attacker can therefore speculate what users
really type or click. In brief, an attacker can get passwords
simply by a screen-shot and mouse event logs.
D. One-Time Password
One defensive way chosen by Facebook is one-time
passwords [29]. Because each one-time password is only
valid for one login session and is sent to a user through
SMS by Fackbook, keystrokes logs become useless. Another
variant of one-time passwords is the two-step verification
[30] of Google that requires a random certificate as the
second verification when logging in to a Google account.
One-time passwords are one of the strongest measures
against keyloggers. However, users may need to render their
real information, such as their cell phone numbers, to service
providers, which may infringe users’ privacy surreptitiously.
Furthermore, a critical defect is that a one-time password
could only be recognized by its supporting website instead of
all websites. In other words, if the website that a user tries to
log in does not provide the one-time password mechanism,
the user cannot be protected by the mechanism. Moreover,
for each account on each website that provides one-time
passwords, in order to enable one-time passwords, a user
needs to make related setup. When a user has multiple
accounts with one-time passwords, the management of the
setup becomes a non-trivial work. However, our approach
not only can be applied to all websites without their support,
but also keep users’ privacy since they do not have to provide
their private information to our mechanism.
E. Proxy Server
For the purpose of generality, Wu, Gieseke, and Pashalidis
[31]–[34] recommend a proxy server as the intermedium
between public computers and login servers. They keep a
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copy of passwords on the proxy, and authenticate users with
shared secrets defined beforehand such as personal questions
or answer lists. These approaches provide a convenient and
securer way to login to an account, but a compromised
server or an unethical webmaster may seriously damage
all related users. For this reason, Dinei [35] advices an
adapted version that keeps nothing but password decryption
algorithms used by users. However, this solution suffers nontrivial performance overhead.
III. S YSTEM D ESIGN
Occasionally, a user has to type her/his password on a
public computer. However, a public computer is usually
a hostile environment since it may contain any software
installed by any users, including skilled attackers. Besides,
a normal user usually has only a limited privilege on a
public computer. Thus, to develop a secure anti-keylogger
solution on a public computer, the above limitations should
be taken into account; otherwise, the proposed solution may
not be a feasible one. To satisfy the above requirements,
our solution assumes users have only limited privileges
on public computers. Furthermore, our solution does not
ask users to provide their private information or account
information beforehand. Our solution is implemented as a
browser extension that everyone can install using her/his
account.
In our design, we assume there is no Man-In-the-Middle
attack between a public computer with our extension and
a website to which a user of the public computer tries to
log in. But, if the website supports encryption, Man-In-theMiddle attacks can be solved by encrypting all messages.
This section depicts the structures, components, advantages
and disadvantages of the QTE method first. Implementation
details will be expatiated in the next section.
A. QTE Method
QTE, which stands for Quick Time Event, is a video game
term coined by Yu Suzuki [36]. Literally, QTE requires
players to immediately perform some actions on control
devices for on-screen prompts; otherwise, they will get some
penalties or different outcomes. In other words, people may
get nothing from the event if they do not react to the prompt
in time. This idea is therefore be adopted by us to obfuscate
most sorts of keyloggers.
1) Analysis: Most keyloggers have a full privilege of a
compromised public computer while a user has a limited
privilege in a public computer. Hence, forging any keystroke
or hiding something by software may not be able to fool
keyloggers. Specifically, the only thing that can interfere
with most kernel, hypervisor, hardware, and second-channel
keyloggers is what a user really types. As a result, we convert
our problem to “When could users type keys safely?” or
“How could users know whether they could hit a keyboard
haphazardly without affecting the original result?”
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Figure 1.

A view of canvas components.

2) Preliminary QTE Utilization: Remind that what users
do will be ignored if they do not respond QTE in time. For
this property, the QTE method adds a canvas to visualize
both valid and invalid input areas on the screen. Furthermore,
it divides the canvas into three parts: background, hit area,
and moving foreground as shown in Figure 1. The hit area
and background do not overlap with each other.
The most crucial parts of the QTE method are the hit area
and the foreground. The foreground can be one or more
moving objects that slide over the background. A user’s
input will be memorized by the QTE add-on extension as
the characters of a password only if one moving object
is over the hit area when the user presses the keyboard.
The design therefore gives users a way to obfuscate most
keyloggers by hitting their keyboards haphazardly when no
foreground object is over the hit area. Besides, when the
cursor is in a password filed, no matter what key a user
presses on the keyboard, we replace it with an alphanumeric
character and append it to the string in the password field to
make keyloggers harder to retrieve the real password. The
alphanumeric character is randomly generated. An example
of this way is given in Figure 2, where we typed “ABC” when
the moving foreground was over the background and “123”
when it was over the hit area. Then the password field was
stuffed with meaningless characters, “i031Ta”, while the
real password was stored by the QTE add-on somewhere in
the heap segment. Afterwards, the real password was copied
to the password field just before the form was submitted;
therefore, users could still log in as though nothing was
changed.
Despite the fact that the preliminary way seems sturdy
enough to resist most keyloggers since users really press on
keyboards; it is still vulnerable to those who can capture
the screen whenever a user presses a key. To make the QTE
method more secure, we revise the preliminary way slightly
and advise an enhanced version.
3) Enhanced QTE Utilization: To begin with, we discuss functions about screen snapshots. So far as we know,
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Figure 2.

The result of typing ABC in background and 123 in hit area.

commercial spyware takes a screen-shot in three situations
according to periodical, event-triggered, and manual conditions; hence, it might be insufficient to take our first countermeasurement merely, if keyloggers are able to capture the
screen. Nevertheless, screen capturing, which chose by the
majority of spyware, has a great discrepancy with regard
to screen recording: while the former simply gets a frame
of a time point, the latter keeps track of every instant a
user acts. Therefore screen capturing, in all probability, may
miss to take a screen-shot at some critical moments, if they
do not happen at the time specified a keylogger. Thus, if
the events used to hint a user when she/he could type a
valid character should be inferred from the continuous time,
screen snapshots will no longer work.
Our prototype was inspired by the DDR machine, a
musical game which requires users to tread on corresponding
buttons when arrows on the screen become valid in a specific
area. As the instances given in Figure 3, we randomly
generate valid and invalid objects moving from left to
right over the background and hit area. Keystrokes will be
memorized as parts of a password only if a valid object
is over the hit area. Both valid and invalid objects have
the same shape. All valid objects have the same initial
color, so do invalid objects. But the initial color of valid
objects is different from the color of invalid objects. When
approaching a hidden boundary, valid objects will disguise
themselves as invalid objects by changing their color to the
color of invalid objects. In this way, even keyloggers have
the ability to log the screen whenever a user presses a key,
they still cannot obtain a password.
By virtue of QTEs, we bring up two simple ways that are
immune to most kernel, hypervisor, hardware, and secondchannel keyloggers merely with normal privileges. While
the first measure can not withstand those who can make
snapshots, we reinforce our work and make an enhanced
version that is resistant to them. Nonetheless, there might
be few scenarios which demand the most secure and con-
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Figure 3. (a) The real entity was colored differently at the first second.
(b) The real entity masqueraded itself since the next second.

fidential procedure while screen recording is possible. With
a view to apply for such circumstances, we address another
innovative solution which works both safely and efficiently.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
We implemented our solutions as a Firefox extension for
the reason that every user can install the extension alone
without special privileges of the related computer.
In order to visualize QTEs, we use the canvas element newly introduced in HTML5 standard [37]. Although
the canvas element makes it easier to do animations in
JavaScript, it costs more resources to maintain and repaint
the same thing in different positions since the canvas element
does not remember what it had drawn. As a result, we
create only one canvas element per page to save performance
overhead.
In practice, we firstly find all password fields when a
webpage is loaded, and add event listeners for each password
control. On this ground, we can easily insert or remove
the canvas element when a control is focused or blurred.
Secondly, we replace the default keyboard events of password fields with our method, which checks whether there
exists at least one foreground object sliding over the hit area
when detecting a keystroke. If the condition is true, we will
store the key somewhere in the heap segment. However,
when the cursor is in a password control, no matter what
key a user presses on the keyboard, we replace it with a
random alphanumeric character and append it to the string
in the password control to simulate the original behavior.
Eventually, when the form is being submitted, we restore
the password control with the password string we have
memorized.
V. E VALUATION
Our evaluation is composed of two parts. Firstly, we examine the effectiveness of our solutions with seven different
user-space or kernel-space keyloggers.
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Table I
T HE LIST OF KEYLOGGERS WE HAVE TESTED .
Keylogger

Level

Clipboard

Screenshots

Packets
Logging

Solve

Home

User

3

7

7

3
3

Family

User

3

7

Only
URL

Revealer

Kernel

7

7

7

3

Refog

Kernel

3

3

Only
URL

3

Ardamax

Kernel

3

3

Only
URL

3

All-In-One

Kernel

3

3

Only
URL

3

SpyAgent

Kernel

3

3

3

3

A. Experiments
To meet the real circumstances, we created a privilegelimited account on Windows XP SP3 in our machine.
Besides, our system was installed with the Firefox web
browser and seven different keyloggers including free and
commercial trials. After that, we changed to the limited
account and installed our extension without any special
privileges. The list of keylogger features and experimental
results are given in Table I.
At first, we tested the QTE method by typing the real
password when a foreground was sliding over the hit area;
otherwise, we just tapped on the keyboard arbitrarily. In the
end, we found that the noise we produced were recorded by
all keyloggers and made the real password indistinguishable.
The experiment proved that keys we hit outside the hit
area can successfully obfuscated attackers since the real
password characters were interleaved with irregular strings.
As a matter of fact, the outcome can be easily predicted
since we really pressed the keys.
To sum up, our experiments showed the feasibility that
one can bypass the monitor of keyloggers in web browsers
even though the user has lower privileges than those of
keyloggers’.
B. Attack Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze possible strategies that
attackers can adopt to bypass QTE’s protection.
If an attacker can obtain multiple keystroke samples
which are used to input the same password under a QTE
system, through common substrings analysis, the attacker
can greatly increase his chance to get the real passwords.
However, because a user usually will not use the same
public computer frequently, an attacker may not be able to
collect enough samples through a public computer. Besides,
by adopting appropriate approaches to input a password, a
user can increase the difficulty to leak the real password.
What follows is an example. Assume egi is a password.
A user can type a sequence of ‘a’ first, then a sequence
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of ‘b’, and then a sequence of ‘c’, and so on, until he
types a sequence of ‘z’. But only when ‘e’, ‘g’, and ‘i’
are considered, the user will type them when the moving
foreground is over the hit area. No other character will be
typed when the moving foreground is over the hit area. As
a result, no matter how many times the password is typed,
a keylogger can only obtain a sequence of ‘a’ followed by
a sequence of ‘b’ followed by a sequence of ‘c’, and so
on. The above information is not useful for the attacker. In
the future, we plan to develop a new QTE component to
execute the above operations automatically; thus, a user can
input his password more quickly.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
While most solutions either require root privileges or leak
users’ information to service providers, we propose the QTE
method to bypass most kernel, hypervisor, hardware, and
second-channel keyloggers in the user-space even with a
privilege-limited account. In general, the QTE method gives
users a chance to obfuscate keyloggers by tapping keyboards
haphazardly without affecting the original results. Moreover,
we have tested seven different user-space and kernel-space
keyloggers, and none of them could get our real passwords.
A. Contributions
Our work demonstrates the feasibility of bypassing almost
all keyloggers, even users only have lower privileges, and
it causes no latency after logging into the related services.
Furthermore, the QTE method is compatible with all websites without the need of their support. To conclude, one
can protect himself from keystroke logging with the QTE
method. The QTE method can conquer nearly all keyloggers
presumed the attacker will not record the screen and analyze
them manually.
B. Future Work
In the future, one thing that we plan to finish is applying
our solutions to all programs more than web browsers. For
the moment, we can only catch edit controls of applications
which use Win32 API to create user interface, and our
approaches can be applied to them in the same way except
that, instead of automatically inserting canvas or information
tips next to password fields, users have to select the edit
control on the screen manually. For other programs written
in Java or some languages that draw edit controls in their
ways, we can only make a screen-shot to ask users the
position of edit controls, and simulate the mouse events to
focus on it and fill passwords by user-space keystroke events.
In most cases, since keyloggers do not want to be obfuscated
by user-space events mentioned previously [6], [7], it may
be a safer way to enter passwords in this manner at present.
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